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Over the past three years we have been developing a new approach for the modelling and
simulation of complex fluids. This approach is based on a multiscale hybrid scheme, in
which two or more contiguous subdomains are dynamically coupled together. One
subdomain is described by molecular dynamics while the other is described by continuum
fluid dynamics; such coupled models are of considerable importance for the study of fluid
dynamics problems in which only a restricted aspect requires a fully molecular
representation. Our model is representative of the generic set of coupled models whose
algorithmic structure presents interesting opportunities for deployment on a range of
architectures including computational grids. Here we describe the implementation of our
HybridMD code within a coupling framework that facilitates flexible deployment on such
architectures.
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On
1. Introduction

Many scientific problems have an intrinsically multiscale nature; that is, they
involve processes occurring on more than one length and/or timescale.
Examples occur in almost every branch of science, engineering and beyond.
In computational chemistry and biology, one has to address the competition
between the very fast time scale of quantum processes and the much slower
ones associated for example with protein folding and relaxation in glassy
materials. Systems biology (Ideker et al. 2001) is concerned with the vertical
integration of data and models spanning a huge range of length and time scales,
from the electronic/chemical through to the whole organ, organism and
societies themselves. In fracture mechanics, one has to deal with everything
from the breaking of chemical bonds at a fracture tip to the propagation of
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fractures described by finite element methods, through classical molecular
dynamics (MD).

The widespread existence of systems of this kind, in which processes occurring
on several different length and timescales are involved, demands common
computational approaches. From the computational point of view, one can
conceive of two broadly different methodologies to address these problems. In the
first, or hierarchical approach, ‘effective theories’ can be used to bridge the gap
between different scales: one can arrange for suitable matching of parameters
that enter the description of phenomena at different levels. In the second
methodology, which is the one adopted in this work, hybrid or coupled schemes
must be constructed when the physics, chemistry or biology is dynamically
coupled across the length and time scales involved. Examples of this occur
in situations where one needs to pay attention to molecular phenomena in a
limited domain of interest, while treating the system in a more coarse-grained
manner at further distances. Hydrodynamic effects can influence events on the
molecular scale, so both representations must be coupled within the same
simulation environment.

Just as computational science research is characterized by common underlying
problems, so computational methods and algorithms transcend disciplinary
divisions. In this paper, we show how a specific coupled fluid dynamics model can
be implemented within a flexible coupling framework that is designed to permit
its deployment on a range of architectures, including computational grids, while
keeping the generic features of the coupling scheme in mind at all times.

Over the past 3 years, within the Centre for Computational Science at UCL we
have been developing a new approach for the modelling and simulation of
complex fluid flow for application to a wide range of problems in soft condensed
matter science and engineering. This approach is based on a multiscale hybrid
scheme, in which two or more contiguous subdomains are dynamically coupled
together; the simplest case corresponding to one subdomain being described by
MD while the other by continuum fluid dynamics. Such coupled models are of
considerable importance for the study of fluid dynamics problems in which only a
restricted region needs to be treated by MD, which is computationally extremely
expensive relative to the continuum description. Here we describe the
implementation of our HybridMD code within a coupling framework that
facilitates flexible deployment on such disparate architectures. This framework
has been developed at the Centre for Novel Computing at the University of
Manchester and is called the general coupling framework (GCF). Our
collaboration has been facilitated through the EPSRC RealityGrid e-Science
Pilot Project (www.realitygrid.org).

The scientific motivation for this hybrid approach to fluids is that it enables us
to tackle problems that are not addressable by other techniques; such problems
include situations in which fluid flow and hydrodynamic effects influence
molecular interactions, dynamics and structure at interfaces, lipid bilayer
membranes, and within individual macromolecules or assemblies of them. Since
the computational cost of coupling the molecular and continuum regions is very
low, we are able to perform such coupled simulations using small MD domains
which are free of finite size effects, concomitantly reducing the CPU time
compared with fully atomistic simulations.
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3HybridMD under GCF
2. The Hybrid particle-continuum scheme

(a ) Overview and theoretical formalism

A typical spatial domain decomposition structure for our hybrid scheme is
depicted in figure 1. The particle region (P) contains N(t) particles at time t and
it is described using standard MD. Each particle i, has a mass mi, a velocity vi

and a potential energy due to interparticle interactions jiðfrgÞ, where {r}
denotes the ensemble of particle positions. The force acting on each particle is
given by fTi Zf ext

i Cf i, where f iZKVji is due to inter-particle interactions and
f ext
i is the external force released by the continuum (see below). The equations of

motion for the particles, _r iZvi and _viZfTi , are solved by standard MD using
a time step DtPx1 fs, or DtPx0:005tZðms2=eÞ1=2 in characteristic particle
units, where s is the particle radius, e the typical energy of van der Waals
interactions, and m the mass of the lighter particles. As an example, for N2
(nitrogen) sx0.35 nm and e=kBx100 K), where kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The rest of the computational domain (C) is described by the Navier–Stokes
equations. The fluid variables at C are the densities of the conserved quantities
for which the equations of motion in conservative form are vF=vtZKV$JF with
FZfr; ru; reg and JFZfru; ruC�; rueC�$uCQg standing for the mass,
momentum and energy fluxes, respectively. Here r is the density, u the local
velocity, e the specific energy, �ZP1CT the stress tensor which contains the
pressure P and the viscous tensor T (for a Newtonian fluid) and QZKkV$T , the
heat flux due to conduction, expressed via Fourier’s law. These continuum
equations are solved via standard CFD methods. Algorithms based on the finite
volume method are the most suitable for the present flux-exchange hybrid
scheme because this method is based on flux conservation (Patankar 1980). We
note that the time step of the continuum solver DtC is about 100 times larger
than that of the particle system, DtP. We set DtCZnDtP, where nw100 has to be
a natural number to ensure the synchronization of both solvers (P and C). This
means that the C code is called each n P-time steps (see figure 2a).
(i) C/P

The coupling scheme is a two-fold communication between C and P, as can be
understood from figure 1. Within the C/P domain, the fluxes of conserved
quantities evaluated from C are imposed on the particle dynamics. Each C/P
buffer has a volume DVCP around the interface position xZxCP (see figure 1a).
We refer to Delgado-Buscalioni & Coveney 2003b for a detailed discussion of the
C/P coupling, in the general case of mass, momentum and energy transfer in
unsteady flows. An improved version of the heat transfer scheme has been
recently proposed by Flekkøy et al. (in press). In what follows we briefly sketch
the C/P protocol in order to clarify what are the coupling variables required in
the exchange.

The momentum flux across xZxCP is given by ðPCPCTCPÞ$nCP, where the
surface vector nCPZKn points towards P. This flux is introduced within the
particle dynamics by adding an external force f ext

i ZAðPCPCTCPÞ$nCP=NCP to
the NCP(t) particles within DVCP (if r i;DVCP then f ext

i Z0). In order to
maintain a desired density rc within the particle system, the hydrostatic pressure
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A



Figure 1. (a) A schematic domain decomposition of the hybrid scheme showing the particle domain
(P) (particles included), the continuum domain (C) and the overlapping region (shaded) comprised
of C/P and P/C. In (b) both domains are separated to show the two-dimensional array of C/P
and P/C cells where the exchange of microscopic and macroscopic information is carried out. The
surface area of each cell is A.
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Figure 2. (a) Overview of the models and major coupling (input/output) data exchanges of the
hybrid scheme and (b) a detail of the inner parts of the CP model. The square representing the
initial data input consists of two data files (one for each of P and C). These files are generated by an
initialization routine which provides to each model all the common variables (system geometry,
initial state, check-point time, etc.) in the physical units of that model.
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needs to be given by the correct equation of state, PCPZPðrc;TcÞ. In summary,
the momentum flux requires specification of the pressure tensor � from C.

The heat flux through the C/P interface can be implemented in the particle
dynamics using a number of strategies. A crude way is to use a series of
thermostats across C/P (Delgado-Buscalioni & Coveney 2003b). A better
alternative is to insert the heat flux via the dissipation associated with the
imposed external force (Flekkøy et al. in press). In both cases the C domain need
only specify the heat flux Q.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A



5HybridMD under GCF
The mass flux can be also specified in several ways. The relevant equation has
to provide the rate of change of the number of particles at the CP interface:
DNCP=Dt. We assume that

DNCP

Dt
ZK

1

tr
ðNCPðtÞKMÞ; (2.1)

where M is a fixed number and tr is a relaxation time, at least of order of the
sound time across the C/P buffer. In equation (2.1) one can fix the volume of
the C/P region, VCP, and set M/VCP%rc as in (Barsky et al. 2003), or fix
NCPZM to any (large enough) desired value and leave VCP undetermined
(fluctuate) (Flekkøy et al. in press). This second choice corresponds to a
vanishingly small relaxing time trZN. In whatever choice we should provide the
value of M to fix the mass flux.
(ii) P/C

At the P/C interface, the flux measured in the particle system must be
imposed onto C as a flux boundary condition. The particle flux transferred to C
has to be averaged over the local time and length scales of the continuum level.
The mean value of any particle quantity fi within a volume DV of a cell centred
at position R is fRðtÞZ

PNR

i fiðtÞ=NR, where the sum is made over the NR

particles within DV. The coarse-grained quantity is defined by time-averaging
over Dtav, i.e. �fRðtÞh

ÐDtav
0 fRðtKxÞdx=Dtav.

In a general case of mass, momentum and heat exchange within a single
component fluid, the boundary condition for the C domain requires the following
averaged fluxes across the P/C interface: momentum flux: �jPC$n and heat flux
�qPC$n. Expressions for these fluxes in terms of particle variables can be found in
Delgado-Buscalioni & Coveney (2003b); for example the momentum flux is the
average of fiZDVK1

PC½mviviKð1=2Þ
PN

j r ijf ij �$nPC. On the other hand, as
explained by Delgado-Buscalioni et al. (2005) and Delgado-Buscalioni & Coveney
(2003a), in order to ensure variable continuity across the P/C interface, one
need to specify the average particle velocity at the overlapping cell �vP, the
average density �rP and temperature �TP. The mass flux across the P/C interface
can be obtained from rP�vP.
(b ) Computational implementation: HybridMD

The coupling (input/output) connections of the hybrid model are depicted in
figure 2. ‘Blobs’ with thinner solid lines indicate the different models involved in
the coupling endeavour: PC is in charge of the P/C coupling and the CP model
implements the C/P counterpart. The hybrid model requires two traditionally
independent models to solve standard MD and CFD problems. Also ‘models’ to
deal with the analysis, visualization, etc. may be included. These independent
models are the shaded blobs in figure 2 and are denoted by P, C and output,
respectively. The hybrid scheme is the set of algorithms that enables the
communication between C and P, and it is comprised of the PC and CP blobs in
figure 2.

In the composition proposed in figure 2, PC denotes the composite model PC
PCCCP. This sort of composite is naturally suited to the transformations
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A
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carried out by the hybrid scheme within the particle domain, which requires
information about the whole particle system in order to count the number of
particles at the buffer domains, insert or extract particles, add external forces to
particles at the C/P buffer and evaluate average fluxes at the P/C buffer. In
numerical implementations it would quite inefficient to transfer the whole set of
particle positions {r}, velocities {v}, and forces {f }, each time P communicates
with PC or CP. In figure 2, the ‘blobs’ with thick solid lines indicate the
implemented model structure.

In order to incorporate PC and CP into the PC composite some minor changes
and additions need to be made in the original MD code, which must therefore to
be open source. In particular, a hybrid-enabled MD code should dynamically
vary the number of particles N and add external forces to particles within the
C/P buffers. While the second condition is usually straightforward to
implement, the first one is more involved, particularly for parallel codes.

While the transformations performed within the PC model are standard
spatio-temporal averages, those carried out in the CP model are far from trivial.
Indeed, the C/P coupling is the most complex part of the hybrid scheme and
this is reflected in the implementation. The CP model requires the whole set of
particle positions and velocities {r, f } from P, and each nZDtC/DtP P-time
steps, it updates the local continuum variables and fluxes within the C/P
buffer. The following operations are then performed in order:

(i) Localize-CP. Localize the particles within the C/P buffers1:
(ii) Count these NCP particles and evaluate the mass change DNCP in the

present P-time step, according to equation (2.1). Here one can use the
strategy explained by Delgado-Buscalioni & Coveney (2003b) to ensure
that particle insertions are equidistributed in time.

(iii) Mass-CP. Insertion or extraction steps: if DNCPO0 the insertion
subroutine Hola is called (figure 2). In our model this subroutine contains
the Usher algorithm for particle insertion: see Delgado-Buscalioni &
Coveney (2003c). If DNCP!0 particles are extracted by the Adios
subroutine, which starts to delete those particles nearest to the end of the
P region. After insertion or extraction (NCP/NCPCDNCP) the neighbour
list of the whole MD domain is updated.

(iv) Force-CP. Insertion of external forces from C to the particles within the
C/P buffers. This requires the C/P neighbour list, NPC and the
momentum and the local heat fluxes: �CP and QCP.

These transformations are independent and, as illustrated in figure 2b, can be
implemented in different submodels denoted mass-CP and force-CP,
respectively.

In summary, the hybrid protocol for coupling MD and CFD codes involves a
relatively small amount of data exchanged between models. It is important to
stress that the computational cost of the coupling protocol itself is negligible.
This fact has been shown in very different scenarios involving modelling of water
shells (De Fabritiis et al. 2004), polymer in an explicit Lennard–Jones (LJ)
1 This operation can be optimized by maintaining a neighbour list (such as Verlet) for particles
within the overlapping region.
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7HybridMD under GCF
solvent (Barsky et al. 2003), and unsteady oscillatory flow of pure LJ fluid
(Delgado-Buscalioni & Coveney 2003a). In all these cases, the computational
cost of coupling was smaller than 5% of the simulation total. From a
computational point of view, these two properties (small size data-exchange
and low coupling cost) mean that the hybrid MD/CFD model can be efficiently
implemented on a Grid.

(c ) Composition and deployment requirements of HybridMD

The HybridMD code was initially developed as a bespoke software engineering
solution in which each model runs in turn within a single executable on a single
processor workstation. In the original implementation, communication of
coupling data between the two models is implemented by passing data through
argument lists, and within PC use is made of shared data (e.g. common blocks)
to minimize memory requirements.

An important user requirement is that the composition of the hybrid scheme
has to be flexible enough to couple different versions of MD and CFD models. The
optimal choice of the MD and CFD models depends on the balance between
simulation fidelity and performance required. Furthermore, the resulting
HybridMD model should be executable on a variety of computational resources,
reflecting the requirement for flexibility in the deployment.

For instance, for small problems (or for test purposes) one may run the
coupled model as a single executable on a desktop workstation or laptop.
However, larger problems require different strategies depending on the physical
phenomena under consideration. We illustrate this point with two research
examples: (i) the effect of complex boundary conditions on fluid flow and (ii) the
study of one (or a few) macromolecules in solution. The first case encompasses
many different surface phenomena (such as surface growth by adsorption, the
effect of tethered polymers on drag reduction near walls, boundary conditions for
microfluidics and so on) on which the bulk fluid flow is an important part of the
problem, requiring significant computational effort. By contrast, for the second
case (an archetypal problem being protein folding) our interest and compu-
tational effort resides almost exclusively within the MD region, while the
continuum is solved by a simple CFD approach providing a ‘hydrodynamic bath’
around the MD domain. While case (i) requires the exploitation of concurrent
execution of individual models (i.e. PC and C), in case (ii) the majority of the
computational resources should be applied in the MD domain as the C domain
demands are relatively small.
3. Coupling HybridMD using the BESPOKE FRAMEWORK GENERATOR

The GCF approach as well as its prototype implementation the BESPOKE

FRAMEWORK GENERATOR (BFG v1.0) aims to provide flexibility in both
composition and deployment to coupled model developers. In order to use the
BFG system, models must conform to the BFG single model rules (Ford & Riley
2003) and metadata must be written to Describe the interface and
implementation details of each individual model (the blobs with thick lines in
figure 2), capture their Composition into a coupled system and specify their
Deployment onto (a set of) resources. This metadata, referred to as DCD
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A
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metadata, is captured in a small number of XML documents. Using the metadata
the BFG software, which is currently written in XSLT, generates the appropriate
control (i.e. main) and communication code to enable the models to couple in the
specified manner, targeted at deployment on the specified resources. The three
steps in the DCD process are now briefly explained. For more details the reader is
referred to Ford et al. (in press) and Ford & Riley (2003).
(a ) Description stage

The details of each model are captured by the user in three XML documents.
The interface.xml document specifies the list of fields required and potentially
provided by each model. A field consists of a (scientific) name describing the field
(e.g. TEMPP), an (integer) tag which is used to link this metadata name to a
data structure in a source code implementation of the model, and a direction,
‘IN’ or ‘OUT’, depending on whether the field is required or provided,
respectively2. We illustrate this with the variable �TP whose logic flow is
illustrated in figure 2a. For the C model interface this field is specified as:
nameZTEMPP, tagZ1, directionZIN. On the other hand, in the specification
of the PC model interface we could write nameZTEMPP, tagZ6, directionZ
OUT3. The document source.xml specifies other general information about the
model such as the type of variable associated with each field (e.g. integer, scalar,
array, string), the programming language of an implementation of the model and
on what platform(s) the implementation may be run. Finally the document
execution.xml provides the model simulation time step (DtP or DtC), the size in
bytes of each datatype and the location of the source code related to
implementations of the model.
(b ) Composition stage

The composition metadata describes the coupling (input/output) connections
established between the different models. This is specified in the XML document
compose.xml. In our example, the composition would link the field with tagZ6
provided by the PC model to the field with tagZ1 required by the C model. In
the case of figure 2, the OUTPUT model only requires fields from the scientific
models, and it has no provides fields. In this document, the duration of the
coupled model simulation is also be specified.
(c ) Deployment stage

In an XML document called deploy.xml the user specifies the mapping of
models to executables—whether, for example, a single executable is to be created
for the whole coupled scheme which will run on a single machine, or whether
different models should be in separate executables in order to run on different
machines. This document also specifies the mechanism to be used to implement
the communication of coupling fields between models (e.g. using shared memory,
2 The tag has to be unique for each field of a model with direction ‘IN’ and each field with direction
‘OUT’.
3 The name could be different in each specification. An ‘IN’ field in one model is linked with an
‘OUT’ field in another model in the composition metadata.
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9HybridMD under GCF
MPI or a Grid technology such as MPICH-G2). The Grid is a deployment target
of particular interest, and BFG can be used in conjunction with the PerCo
Performance Control System (Mayes et al. 2004, Armstrong et al. 2005), also
developed by the CNC in the RealityGrid project, to deploy and dynamically
control the performance of coupled models on a Grid.

Finally, the coupled.xml document gathers together the names of all the other
XML documents. This document, which is the complete specification of the
desired coupled model, is passed as a parameter to the BFG processor. In
practice, the three documents required to describe a model are developed once by
the model developer. For a coupled problem, the coupled model developer has to
create only the two documents describing the composition and deployment, and
provide the document pointing to all the XML documents involved. In the
composition of figure 2, this corresponds to 12 XML documents in all, since for N
models there are 3NC3 files in total, and NZ3 in this case.

(d ) Requirements on model code structure

In BFG v1.0, the rules require that the model code should be contained within
a subprogram unit (i.e., a subroutine for FORTRAN or C) called with zero
arguments. The subprogram unit should declare all the model data. These rules
isolate the model code from the control code of the coupled model. In practice,
achieving this isolation may be achieved by producing a small piece of ‘wrapper’
code which makes a call to an existing argument passing routine containing the
model code.

In order to send and receive information from/to other models, the user has to
add calls to put and get communication routines, the content of which is provided
by the BFG for the specific composition and deployment requested. The syntax
for these routines is put (fieldname, tag) and get (fieldname, tag). The fieldname
argument provides a reference to the data to be communicated (it is the variable
name in the source code) and the tag uniquely links the data field involved in a put
or a get call to the model’s metadata describing the associated field in the model’s
interface. The tag is used in creating compositions of models, thus isolating the
composition from model code details such as variable names. To illustrate this
point let us use our previous example: at the end of the PC model code one may
write, for example, put (TP, 6), while at the beginning of the continuum (C) code
one could have get(T_P, 1), where TP is the name used within the source code of
the PC subroutine for the scientific variable ‘TEMPP’, appearing in the model’s
metadata, which is being exchanged between the models. This same variable is
referred to as T_P in the source code of the C model.

(e ) Summary

One benefit of the BFG approach is that individual models which comply with
the BFG rules can be easily composed into different coupled models by specifying
the appropriate composition metadata; no change to the model code is required.
A second benefit of this approach is that code can be generated to run a
particular coupled model on a laptop, on a parallel machine (using MPI) or on
a Grid (using distributed MPI), simply by changing the deployment metadata.
Again no change to the model code is required. This flexibility allows large
simulations to be run on, for example, the potentially disparate resources of a
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A
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Grid. Accessing the increased computational power of, for example, the Grid
necessarily involves additional memory overheads and some increase in execution
time due to the costs of copying and transferring the coupling data. It is obvious
that these (communication) overheads need not exist when the target is a single
processor machine, such as a workstation. The value of the GCF approach is that
the use of BFG provides the flexibility to deploy a coupled model on a range of
resources while aiming to reproduce the performance of the original single-
processor bespoke implementation.
4. Conclusions

The GCF approach provides the flexibility required by the HybridMD model
developers in order to facilitate their continued research. It has been
demonstrated that the division of the code into separate (BFG-compliant)
models is a relatively simple task. This is, to a large degree, due to the modular
nature of the hybrid MD/CFD scheme. The present paper is largely a progress
report on our efforts to deploy the HybridMD code using the GCF approach.
At the time of writing, an implementation of an early version of the hybrid code
exists, but this does not provide the checkpoint-restart facility required for use of
the coupled model with the PerCo performance control system (Mayes et al.
2005). A full implementation of the latest version of the code is anticipated
within the next few months.

In the future, it is anticipated that the HybridMD approach will be extended
to include multiple MD regions embedded in a three-dimensional (CFD-
modelled) volume, in which the MD regions move and change shape as they
track the dynamic development of ‘interesting’ phenomena which require
modelling at the molecular level. Such requirements present research challenges
for flexible modelling environments and Grid computing systems, such as the
BFG and PerCo. From the user’s perspective, one of the biggest current
requirements in the use of BFG is the need to expose separate components of the
coupled models as subroutines. This is quite straightforward for serial codes such
as HybridMD; work with the Met Office in the FLUME project (Ford & Riley
2003) suggests the problems of extracting BFG-compliant models from
component codes of any serious degree of complexity, such as the Met Office’s
Unified Model, are mainly due to the scale of the task, rather than any increase in
the difficulty of dealing with individual models.

We thank EPSRC for funding this research through the RealityGrid grant GR/R67699. Much of
the GCF design and the BFG prototyping work at Manchester has been sponsored by the UK Met
Office under their FLUME project (Ford & Riley 2003).
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